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Are unions for lazy people?
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By Rachael Gates, edited by Norman Schisler

One of the most common objections to organizing we hear is “Aren’t unions for lazy
workers who want to do the bare minimum to not get fired?”

Because this flavor of question comes up so often and because there are so many layers to the
answer, we on the Organizing Committee felt this question deserved its own newsletter.

The short answer is: No. ESC promotes high standards of professionalism. It's the role of the
manager to manage their employees, not the union.

Let’s start here: the single most important and obvious counterpoint to this misconception is the
fact that lazy workers already exist in Edison today. Every other Friday, there are ‘bad,’ lazy, or
low-performing workers collecting a paycheck from this company, same as you and me. This is
a universal fact in every single workplace--all of them. From NASA to Namco to Nabisco to the
National Football Association, in any company in the Fortune 500 and beyond, private or
public, unionized or not, from the mailroom to the executive suites, there are lazy workers.
There is no workplace in the world that doesn’t deal with this frustration.

That’s not a union problem. That’s a human nature problem.

The critical flaw with assuming unions unduly, unfairly protect lazy workers, and with using that
assumption as a reason not to organize, is that it implies that our current situation with our
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current management is any different.

Ask yourself: what’s being done with existing lazy employees at Edison? How many times can
you remember someone getting fired, placed on a performance plan (as if that’s meaningful),
or actually finding themselves facing consequences for lazy or incompetent behavior? I’d bet
good money that number is lower than it ought to be, in your opinion and mine. And on the
other hand, how many people do you know who have sat in their jobs for years (or even
decades), who have been given dozens of chances, who have been put on DOs, promoted out
of Planning, or been moved out of the district/hub to be some other supervisor’s project?
Maybe that number for you is zero, but call me a cynic: I’d guess it isn’t.

That leads me to the second major counterpoint: It's management's job to manage their
employees. Period; end of story. You and I can offer help. We can mentor, train, take on extra
work, try to keep the work environment positive, bring #goodvibesonly, whatever--at the end of
the day, it’s management's job to deal with employees who, for whatever the reason, aren’t
pulling their weight.

That doesn’t change in a union.

The critical misconception here is that some people think a union is a third party bully, shoving
their way into the office to unjustly handcuff supervision and and hobble the company that
signs our paychecks. Let’s be clear: a union is NOT a third party, for the simple fact that without
the employees that FORM THE UNION, the union would not exist. No employees = no union.
Yes, there are people involved in this organizing process who work for ESC instead of SCE,
but they’re not running the show. The elected leadership of the union (rank and file members)
hire them; they work for us. That’s what the dues are for. The union exists in order to negotiate
a contract that protects professional integrity, provides a legally protected voice for Planning
professionals, and guarantees pay, benefits, promotional opportunities, and due process for all
represented workers.

That’s not interference or bullying; that’s accountability.

Yes, sometimes with the presence of a union contract in a workplace, people who are
underperforming and should probably be fired won’t be. That’s absolutely no different from how
it is in Edison today. Disciplining lazy employees is still management’s responsibility in
supervising represented employees, and the union isn’t going to step in and magically veto
justified discipline or termination. It’s still, just like it is now, on management to observe, record,
and build a case according to the rules. The key difference is that with a union contract, and
with the representatives and lawyers employed by the union, we would ALL BE PROTECTED
FAIRLY. In fact, unions have a legal obligation to represent all represented workers equally,
regardless of membership status or work ethic.

And truth be told? Even though I’ve seen some lazy folks through my years with this company,
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what I’ve seen a lot more of are hard-working, intelligent people who take pride in kicking butt. I
don’t for a moment believe this group is going to start phoning it in as soon as the ink dries on
the contract. I don’t think that’s who we are. What’s more is that this will be OUR contract. We
can write it the way we want it, and that brings me to why this union, specifically, is a good
choice for us.

ESC is a professional union, a union of professionals, a union which is formed of and by
professional and technical workers--you get it. The newsletters we’ve sent out have hammered
on this point over and over, but it’s key. We’re professionals. Professionals have standards. We
like our standards. If anything, the common refrain I’ve heard from all of you is that we want
higher and more strictly-enforced objective standards. I couldn’t agree more. The problem is
that we have no control over that right now. We are at the mercy of management and what they
decide to dictate to us, or even what they fail to enforce. A union contract is not a silver bullet,
but it gives us a shot to build something better than what we have now, if we’re willing to work
for it. Negotiating a contract actually gives us the opportunity to write standards in which we
can raise the level of professionalism in our unit. In fact, that is exactly what PG&E estimators
(planner equivalent in our neighbor to the north) did.

Over the course of their negotiations and contracts through the years, PG&E estimators
represented by ESC established a system where they all start out in a three-year program. (To
be perfectly clear, this is not their training program; this is their progression structure,
something we don’t have right now.) Their program has a series of step tests, one every six
months. They have to pass these tests to keep their jobs and advance. Each time they pass a
module they get a bump in pay, because their contract assigns a dollar value to the knowledge
they are demonstrating (unlike what we experience currently, where we get stuck performing
the same work as someone making tens of thousands of dollars more than us simply because
our work and competencies don’t matter as much as the number of senior positions HR
decides is appropriate). Their contract materially rewards high performance and hard work, but
the key thing is that it also enforces baseline competency across the board. And at the end of
the day, if employees don’t demonstrate they can competently do their jobs, they shouldn’t get
to keep them. That’s not a controversial statement. And to bring that back around to the lazy
employee issue, a union isn’t going to unduly stop that process just because the employee is
represented. “I can’t pass my step test” is not a valid grievance.

The professionals who make up the Planning Department are not going to lower the standards.
Why would we? That would only devalue us and the work we do, which we KNOW is worth
more than what we're currently getting. We don't think it's asking too much to want fair wages
for fair work, and to get it all in writing, in a contract. We know that the work we do can’t be
replaced by off-the-street hires, or even contractors, and so does Edison.

Nobody wants lazy workers. If we want to attract, develop, and retain the highest quality
professionals then we should raise the standards, increase compensation and benefits, and
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pour resources into our workforce to create the greatest Planning Department this company
has ever seen. Nobody is going to give us a free hand out. Only by forming a union of
professionals at Southern California Edison can we make these impactful changes happen in a
real and lasting way.

Join the majority of us who have already pledged to work together to make this happen. Be a
part of something bigger and vote YES for representation.

Sign the ESC Local 20 Authorization Card!

Already signed? Ask your coworkers to sign today!

https://www.joinlocal20.org/edison/edison-authorization-card/

We want each and every Field Tech, Designer, Estimator, and Planner to be informed. If you
need help talking with your coworkers or want to join the organizing effort, please contact your
ESC organizer:

Desert, Rurals, and San Jacinto: Jerome Christensen jchristensen@ifpte20.org

Orange: Jonathan Wright jwright@ifpte20.org

Metro East: Liz Sparks esparks@ifpte.org

Metro West, North Coast, and San Joaquin: Oraiu Amoni oamoni@ifpte20.org

Get updates and lots of great information by

following us on Facebook and Instagram!

Engineers and Scientists of California, Local 20 IFPTE
ifpte20.org | joinlocal20.org

Sent via ActionNetwork.org. To update your email address, change your name or address, or to stop receiving emails from
ESC Local 20, please click here.
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